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1/10   CENTAX   CLUTCH   ASSEMBLY    INSTRUCTION 
 

In order to have an efficient centax clutch system, we recommend to carefully follow the 
steps here reported. A well assembled clutch has a longer life and better performance. 
 

• How to mount the flywheel on engine shaft:  
Insert the cone provided with the engine on the crankshaft and put 
the flywheel. Drive the flywheel nut with appropriate tools in order  
to get a distance between the flywheel and the carter engine of 
not more than  0,5mm. 
 

• Mount the clutch body parts : 
This sequence does not require any specific mention.  Check and clean the flyweights and shoe if 
necessary. Do not forget to drive the 9 small nuts into the 3 light heavy duty flyweight having care to 
screw them all at same level and NOT exceeding the flyweight borders. 
 

       
       Flywheel Cone     WCE Flywheel         Flyweight with nuts          Shoe Plate  

           
              Shoe             Spring Stay     Spring                      Preload Nut 
 



• Tune the preload Spring Nut : 
The spring preload is one of the most important settings on a centax  
clutch.  For our clutch, it has to be settled between 0,4 / 0,6 mm. 
Follow the illustrations for how to measure the spring preload. 
Double check the distance between the flywheel nut ends and engine 
crankshaft in order to be sure to have the correct distance. (9,87mm) 
 

        
 

Reset the caliber ( 0.00 mm ) and measure now the distance between the spring preload nut case and 
the engine crankshaft. Double check again the measurement and tune the spring preload nut till to 
read on caliber the 0,5mm value. 
 

• Tune the distance between shoes and clutch bell : 
 

Other basic parameter for a perfect clutch system is the distance between the shoe and the bell.  
For Capricorn clutch, must be 0,3 / 0,4 mm. It’s a valid distance for all the shoes we produce.  
The measurement is similar to the process before descripted. 
 

      
 

Fit the clutch bell bearings in the bell and mount it on clutch body. You will notice that the bell will 
touch the shoe.  This position is called “Zero” and we must measure it. 
Follow the same process described for spring preload to measure the distance between the engine 
crankshaft and the 1st gear pinion on the bell. Again we double check the measurement we get. 
 



        
 

 
 

 

Reset the caliber and remove the bell. Use the shims in kit and insert them like in picture BEFORE the first 
bell ball bearing. Mount again the bell on the clutch body and check again the same measurement. If the 
assembly has been made correctly we should get a 0,35mm distance. If the measurement is LOWER, then we 
must add more shims. If the measurement will be HIGHER, then we will need to remove some shims.  Proceed 
with this process till we get the 0,35mm needed 
  

• Assembly and tune the clutch thrust bearing : 
 
The picture below show the assembly sequence of our clutch thrust bearing. 
 

          
 

Keep maximum attention to plates inner diameters, because they are not the same (5,0mm and 5, 2 mm). 
The LARGER plate must be installed in contact with the bell bearing. 
Use appropriate grease in order to preserve the thrust bearing from a fast worn. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assembly the thrust bearing and check how many Gap we 
have on the bell. It NOT has to be higher than 0,1/0,2 mm 
Add shims as necessary to reduce it to the needed 
amount.. 
Drive the hex screw to ensure a optimal security of all the 
clutch. 
Up to you now to tune the spring preload in order to get 
from the clutch the desired power. 
Good work and tank’s to choose our products!!  
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